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those community services for which they help to find ths
money, they have had to watch the growth of those other and
newer services for which they do not find a penny and over
whose administration they consequently have no claim to
more than the merest voice. Their administrative help has
none the less been enlisted to a surprising extent.
Councils functioning as statutory local pensions committees
have thus heard and decided claims to old-age pension; and
public assistance committees were for three-and-a-half years
entrusted with assessing the means and needs of the formerly-
insured unemployed who claimed transitional payments at the
national employment exchange (1931-35).
The latter experiment demonstrated that local administra-
tion of a wholly-nationally-financed income-security service is
practicable only if the local authority is in substantial agree-
ment with national policy. An elected local council however
is not the only local body that can be used for administering
a centrally financed service.
With health insurance already some semi-judicial adminis-
trative responsibilities had been delegated in 1911 to local
bodies; but these were specially composed ad hoc committees
on which the elected council was only one interest among
several that were represented. For the new national medical
practitioner service, similar administrative responsibilities are
being placed on local executive councils appointed to represent
medical practitioners, local authorities, and the public. But
perhaps the biggest grants of discretion that have been made
to ad hoc appointive bodies are those given in 1946 to regional
hospital boards and local unemployment tribunals; for these
come very near to being a delegation of policy-making powers.
This habit of delegating administrative discretion to appoin-
tive ad hoc regional and local bodies—modern counterparts
of the centrally commissioned magistrates of the Speenham-
land age—is rapidly becoming a characteristic of British social
service administration, and one that merits more thorough
investigation and consideration than it seems yet to have
received.

